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By Tanaka, Coryn; Masaki, May

Bess Press, Inc., 2003. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+
Customer Service! Summary: With Coryn Tanaka and May Masaki's newly released Making Eyelash
Crochet Leis, creating lifelike, permanent, multitextured and multicolored leis is easier than ever.
Using the information provided in the book, crafters can custom make beautiful ribbon and yarn
leis (which are washable and uncrushable) for any recipient and any occasion.Instructions include
basic 3- and 4-row patterns for head or neck leis in the lei 'oni (spiral or flickery pattern) style as
well as patterns for wristlets, anklets, hair scrunchies, and specialty leis (which add flowers and
leaves or are sewn, in the lei humu papa style, to flat ribbons). In all, the book provides instructions
for 51 different designs, arranged by color and style for ease of selection.As in their previous books,
Making Ribbon Leis and Other Gifts of Aloha and Making Ribbon Leis 2, the authors, who teach
classes in lei-making, provide supply lists, helpful tips, and step-by-step instructions and
photographs. A list of school colors for Hawai'i high schools and colleges is helpful for those
making leis for graduations.
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An extremely great ebook with perfect and lucid answers. This is certainly for anyone who statte that there was not a well worth looking at. Its been
designed in an exceptionally simple way and is particularly only soon a er i finished reading through this ebook in which actually transformed me, modify
the way in my opinion.
-- Libbie Fa r r ell-- Libbie Fa r r ell

Undoubtedly, this is the best function by any writer. It usually will not charge too much. I am just very easily can get a pleasure of looking at a written
ebook.
-- Alivia  Q uig ley MD-- Alivia  Q uig ley MD
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